Grab a bigger slice of the action...

Stores hot pizza for up to two hours for faster service to your customers.
The evolution of holding cabinets

Overview and Features

- The Finisher cabinet is designed to store hot fast foods for long periods of time, whilst maintaining the food quality, appearance, taste and moisture content.
- Wheeled into an existing Pizza store it will immediately provide instant service of pizza, pasta and additional fast food products; a conventional pizza oven will still be required.
- The cabinet is ideal for high volume sales of pizza outside of a Pizza store, for example: kiosks, delivery vehicles or truck trailers. Pre-made, partially baked or snap-frozen assorted pizzas in selected diameters would most likely be required.
- It is custom-sized to fit requirements and floor space.
- The cabinet can be semi-trailer fit; perfect for outdoor venues and sporting events.
- It can be freighted to any special function area, with the scope to supply an extensive hot food menu range.
- Operators will have minimal food wastage due to the cabinet’s achievable long holding times.
- It has the ability to offer function caterers increased menu options.
- Implementing specific management systems or continual supply capacity will support high traffic flow and sales. For example, a unique Pizza/Pasta/Breads drive-thru facility to capture the lucrative early morning breakfast market.
- Any foods wrapped in alfoil are very capable of being stored for long periods of time.
- Perfect for instant supply to customers of hot pizzas, pastas and breads.
- Easy to clean with minimal maintenance required
- Simple to operate—student friendly.
- Mobile unit can be easily moved around.
- Commercial stainless-steel fabricated mobile cabinet, fitted with individual dual-climate controlled chambers, if required.

The Finisher cabinet is custom-sized to fit requirements and floor space. This flexibility in size makes it ideal for a variety of applications:

5-door cabinet is ideal for:
- Drive Thru Pizza Facility
- Large Functions/Shows/Concerts/Sporting Events
- Mobile Pizza Carts
has arrived...

2-door cabinet is ideal for:
- Franchised Fast Food Chains
- Independent Pizzerias
- Restaurants
- Hotels/Buffets
- Cafeterias

single door cabinet is ideal for:
- Airports
- Gas Stations
- Diners
- 7-Eleven Stores
Machine Specifications

- Sleek and sturdy design.
- Commercial stainless-steel fabricated mobile cabinet.
- Features individual dual-climate controlled chambers if required.
- Custom sized to suit available floor-space.
- Electric Powered